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QUESTION 1

You are configuring a Magento Commerce website for any company with multiple websites. Magento admins must only
nave access to information pertinent to the specific website to which they are assigned. 

How do you configure this in Magento? 

A. Modify me Role Resources for an existing admin Role. 

B. Install a custom module to provide this functional. 

C. In each admin users configuration, select their applicable websites in the Apply To field. 

D. Create a new admin Role with the Role Scopes limited to the applicable websites. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant has asked you to make their site WCAG 2.0 sections A and AA compliant. What Kind of compliance should
the website meet? 

A. VAK compliance 

B. Accountability Compliance 

C. PCI Compliance 

D. Accessibility Compliance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant wants to aggregate the physical stores inventory to make more products available in their 

Magento store. Currently they are using the default inventory configuration with a single source. 

Which two actions are required to setup the additional inventories on the store? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Create new sources for each physical store as well as the ecommerce warehouse 

B. Create new sources only for the physical stores 

C. Assign the new sources to the existing stock 

D. Create a new custom stock and assign the new sources to it 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

You are building policies for a merchant to ensure PCI compliance website. What two action items do you write in the
policy to maintain PCI compliance? 

A. Purge all webserver visitor access logs after 30 days 

B. All critical patches must be applied within 30 days or less of their availability 

C. admin users must have their own login credentials. 

D. Customers must be notified within 72 Hours of a data breach. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A shoe manufacturer Has created a product attribute named "Synthetic Material", its scope is configured to be Store
View and its input Type is Yes/no. However, this attribute is not available in the list to create a configurable product. 

How do they resolve this problem in the attribute configuration? 

A. Create a new select attribute with the Global scope 

B. Change the scope to be the Website scope 

C. Add two options values yes" and no" to this attribute 

D. Switch the Use in Configurable Product selection to `\\'yes\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: C 
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